STAGE 1 (Bay 1)
“Cash withdrawal”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: You're doing an ATM withdrawal inside the bank when armed robbers raid taking hostages while
they've already injured the manager and are coming towards you.
START CONDITION: In SP hands on the ATM facing central berm, STRINGS: 1
gun loaded and holstered, magazines at division capacity.
SCORING: 15 rounds, Unlimited
PCC: Hip Level, weak hand on the ATM.
TARGETS: 7 threat, 4 NT, 1 steel
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, steel
down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage the targets from
available cover. T1, T2, T3 and T7 are in the open. PP1 activates DISTANCES: 5-12 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
the Flop-Up T6 which disappears.
NB THE ENGAGEMENT OF PP1 BEYOND THE FFL INVOLVES CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
DQ.
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 2 (Bay 2)
“In the gun shop”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: After having injured the clerk with a shot, armed robbers want to empty your armory.
START CONDITION: In SP seated facing targets, pick-up gun
loaded (7 + 1) resting on the counter, muzzle towards frontal berm,
own weapon unloaded and holstered, magazines at the division
capacity in the drawer.
PCC: Weapon resting on the bench, muzzle towards frontal berm,
action closed.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 18 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 9 threat, 4 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 3-11 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage T1 to T4 while
seated using the pick-up gun and then with your weapon the other CONCEALMENT: required
targets from available cover. The platform activates T8, in the open NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
with T9.
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cone.
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STAGE 3 (Bay 3)
“Basement”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: Going down to your basement to tidy up your precious wine reserve, you never expected an armed
robbery… When you ask the intruders to get away, they explode a shot in your direction.
START CONDITION: In SP relax in front of the window, toes on the STRINGS: 1
marks, gun loaded and holster, magazines at the division capacity. SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
PCC: Hip Level
TARGETS: 6 threat, 2 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target (2 body e
2 head per T6)
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T3 and T6 are in the open and can be engaged by START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 3-8 yards
raising their respective windows. T6 must be engaged with 2
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
rounds body and 2 rounds head.
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cones.
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STAGE 4 (Bay 4)
“Standard EC 2022”
Security Service Academy
STANDARD
START CONDITION: In SP relax in front of the window, toes on the
marks, gun loaded and holstered, magazines at the division
capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 12 rounds, Limited
TARGETS: 6 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: 2 per target
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage from the respective START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 6-14 yards
windows T1-T6 and at the choice of the shooter with free style,
strong hand and weak hand. The windows in PoC2 and PoC3 are RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT : required
keeping open by pulling the rope.
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 5 (Bay 5)
“Madness at the workplace”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: During your lunch break in the transport area where you work, an armed gang thinks they can steal
a precious load of paintings and have already injured a colleague of yours who tried to stop them. You try to help
your other colleagues to escape but they also shoot at you.
START CONDITION: In SP relax facing central berm with heels on
the marks, gun loaded and holstered, magazines at the division
capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T2, T3 and T4 are in the open. Going beyond the
gangway, the PoC2 cascade of water is activated by photocells.

PP1

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 15 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT, 1 steel
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, steel
down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 5-16 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cone.
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STAGE 6 (Bay 6)
“Boutique”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: It should be a quiet afternoon of walking and shopping and instead you are in the midst of an
attempted kidnapping. At your cries for help, the armed thugs open fire.
START CONDITION: In SP inside the cabin towards central berm,
rope in weak hand, gun loaded and holster, magazines at division
capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. Releasing the rope will open the curtain and
activate T2 which remains visible and is in the open as well as T1
and T6.
NB ENGAGING T2 BEYOND THE FFL OF THE CAB INVOLVES
DQ (HC IS AN IRON SLAB).

STRINGS:1
SCORING: 16 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 8 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 3-12 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cone.
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STAGE 7 (Bay 7)
“At the harbor”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: You're on your way to check out the work on your boat when you come across a shootout between
the two harbor gangs. Some of them have mistaken you for one of the opponents and when they start shooting
you, you have to defend yourself.
START CONDITION: In SP towards central berm with toes
touching the marks, briefcase in the weak hand, gun loaded and
holstered, magazines at the division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. Leaving the briefcase activates T1-T2 which
remain visible and which together with T6 and T7 are in the open.
T6-T7 must be engaged from a prone position.
NB ENGAGING T1-T2 BEYOND THE FFL INVOLVES DQ (HC IS
AN IRON SLAB).

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 6-15 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cone.
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STAGE 8 (Bay 8)
“Taking a nap”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: You decide to rest for a few minutes when loud noises from the courtyard make you realize that
armed criminals have taken some of your family hostage. When you try to dissuade them, they open fire.
START CONDITION: In SP lying on the bed, gun loaded and no
chambered on the table, magazines to the division capacity.
PCC: Weapon on the rack.
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T1 seated and in the open with T4. T7-T8 from
low cover. PP1 activates T2 which disappears.
Putting the bag after PoC2 on the red hook, the window in PoC4
remains open. Otherwise to keep the window open you have to
use the handle in PoC4.
NB ENGAGING PP1 BEYOND THE FFL INVOLVES DQ.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 17 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 8 threat, 3 NT, 1 steel
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, steel
down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANZE: 4-12 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 9 (Bay 9)
“Terror in workshop”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: You have just been handed your luxury SUV but a local gang wants to get hold of it and at your
cries for help they open fire.
START CONDITION: Sitting in the passenger side car, gun loaded STRINGS: 1
and holstered, magazines at the division capacity.
SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
PCC: Hip Level
TARGETS: 6 threat, 3 NT, 1 steel
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target (3 per T1),
steel down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 5-14 yards
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
available cover. T1 with 2 rounds body AND AFTER 1 round
CONCEALMENT: required
head. PP1 activates T6 which remains visible.
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cone.
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STAGE 10 (Bay 10)
“On the train”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: You don't understand the departure delay until you hear the shots. You would like to get off and
escape but on the first attempt the criminals who are robbing passengers at the station unload numerous shots at
you.
START CONDITION: In SP seated, gun holstered and not
chambered, magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage the targets in the
open. PP1 and PP2 activate Drop-Outs T4 and T7.
NB Some windows will be darkened with VB function.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 16 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 4 NT, 2 steels
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, steels
down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 8-10 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°
rule applies horizontally and vertically the
limit is the height of the berms. Pay
attention to the safety cones.
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STAGE 15 (Tutti i bay)
“Warm-Up EC 2022”
Security Service Academy
CHRONO
START CONDITION: Il tiratore eseguirà le indicazioni del S.O.
per la verifica dell’arma e/o P.F.
STAGE PROCEDURE: Il S.O eseguirà le P.O.S. allegate nello
stage
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STAGE 12 (Bay 12)
“Art gallery”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: When the alarm in your gallery sounds, you run in the hope of being in time before armed thieves
take away the precious "Mona Lisa" and "Donna in beretto" paintings you are exhibiting. But as soon as you
arrive they welcome you with a hell of fire.
START CONDITION: In SP relax front door with heels touching the STRINGS:1
marks, gun loaded and holster, magazines at the division capacity. SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
PCC: Hip Level
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 3 -5 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
CONCEALMENT: required
available cover.
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 13 (Bay 13)
“At the supermarket”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: Armed thugs prowl the aisles terrifying the customers and when the manager steps in to ask them
go out, they shoot him and you are on their way out.
START CONDITION: In SP front side berm, with a product in the
weak hand and leaning on the shopping trolley, gun loaded and
holstered, magazines at the division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T4 and T5 are in the open. The red platform
activates the NT Drop-Out which discovers PP1.
NB ENGAGING PP1 BEYOND THE FFL INVOLVES DQ.

STRINGS:1
SCORING: 15 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 4 NT, 1 steel
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, steel
down
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 4-12 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 14 (Bay 14)
“At the funfair”
Security Service Academy
SCENARIO: Those who looked like clowns are instead robbers and want to take away the proceeds. Other
armed accomplices come when you try to help your colleagues and you are forced to use your weapon when
they explode shots in your direction.
START CONDITION: In PoC1 front pull, ball in strong hand
shoulder height, gun loaded and holstered, magazines at the
division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage the targets from
available cover. T5, T6 and T7 are in the open. Opening the
window activates T5 which then activates T6 which disappears.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 3-9 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.
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STAGE 15 (All bays)
“Warm-Up EC 2022”
Security Service Academy
WARM-UP
START CONDITION: In SP relax, heels touching the marks, gun
loaded (2 + 1) and holstered, magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal from SP engage T1 twice
with 2 rounds body AND AFTER 1 round head using first the
strong hand only and then the weak hand only (or vice versa).
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STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 6 rounds, Limited
TARGETS: 1 threat
SCORED HITS: 4 body and 2 head
START-STOP: audible – last shot
DISTANCES: 5 yards
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
NB Unless otherwise specified, the
180°rule applies horizontally and vertically
the limit is the height of the berms.

